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1. As @HouseGOP run for the Titanic's lifeboats it will
become a rout. Without an incumbent in the district the
RNC get out the vote efforts will collapse. Add to that
anyone working for Trump will suffer a lifetime of being
seen as a white supremacist no competent person will

2. work for the GOP and only the dregs will serve as volunteers. That will translate to

a rout in the about 7 to 10 states with @SenateGOP incumbents running. With

#MoscowMitch now the face of treason & Trump adding his vile hate to treason the

Senate is now clearly in play.

3. And Trump's strategy to fan hate will make the GOP un-electable for much of the

country by 2022. After the Democrats run the table on state legislatures in 2020 the

redistricting that #SCOTUS says can be politically gerrymandered could result in a

House with

3. 300 Democrats by 2022. But it only takes 288 to pass constitutional amendments

banning gerrymandering, making clear the 2nd Amendment is for the regulated

militia not the GOP's Nazi skinheads and women own their own bodies.

4. Thanks to Donald (I love to hate) Trump, #MoscowMitch, #KochBrothers and

their Oligarch pals like Oleg Deripaska, the US' largest hate group, the GOP, will be

destroyed.

5. And if I'm right about Mueller's "multiple elements of the FBI" a large number of

these FBI elements are going to take out the GOP class of 2016 for concealing the

Russian money that McGahn the #KochBrothers bag man helped moved into both

the RNC and the Trump campaign.

6. It's over for the GOP and the smart ones are picking out a seat on a lifeboat before

it slides underwater and vanishes into the deep dark hateful and treasonous  

Trump abyss.
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